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Disclaimer
Waponpoint.com is an online academic classes providing academic and non-academic based knowledge
and other related resources in order to improve reading and understanding, we constantly review all our
content for errors or mistakes but we can not guarantee full correctness to all our mistakes and errors, this
doesn't imply that you will not find what you are looking for, in most cases, you will, but if you see any
errors or mistakes please don't hesitate to inform us, and even if at all, it happens that you were unable to
find what you are looking for or not up to what you needed, then we apologize and promise to improve.
We recommended that you bookmark such pages into your browser because we may update the post later,
which is definitely. You might consider reading what we provide to know more on exactly what we are
offering.
Also waponpoint.com is responsible for any topic or session created by our tutors but we are not
responsible for any thoughts or suggestions made by our candidates through comments, groups chats,
activity page and any other ways our candidates use to contribute.

Affiliate Program Disclaimer
What Is Affiliate Program?
Affiliate Program is a marketing arrangement by which an online retailer pays a commission to an
external website{e.g waponpoint.com} for traffic or sales generated from its referrals.
Waponpoint.com do participate in affiliate program and in return we receive commission on every
product you purchase. Please kindly note that, the commission paid to us is from the retailer's pocket not
yours, meaning, whether you landed on the retailer webpages from other source or through our affiliate
link, you will still pay the same price. So why not support us and purchase through our link.
According to federal trade commission, we are to disclose this on every webpages, and "we have". So
basically, kindly accept that, whenever you clicked on any external link on waponpoint.com and purchase
a product, "we will definitely get a commission from the retailer's pocket.

Copyright Policy
You have no right to redistribute, copy or reframe any part of waponpoint.com content without our legal
full permission to do so.
Waponpoint.com takes his content so seriously so if we find out that you are copying or reframing our
content without our full legal permission, there might be a problem with you and waponpoint.com, you
are only allow to link to our content if necessary deem, thank you for understanding.
We also believe that while browsing our website you have agree with our privacy policy, thank you ones
again.
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